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• Head of Council serves as the 
voice of Council, communicating 
consensus.

• Disagreement is normal. 

• Strong Councils disagree well.

• Strong governments work 
cooperatively to avoid surprises. 

Roles and Goals



News 
travels in 
real time.



Speed trumps 
accuracy.
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While we 
approve
text…



…audiences 
‘consume 
content...’



…that’s easy 
to create.





 Requires care and commitment to the 
organization’s best interests

 Prevent surprises
 Clear protocols, roles and responsibilities
 Long range communications planning
 Council and staff focus on strengths

Communicating Quickly



 Responsive and caring leadership
 Can reach key audiences
 Can demonstrate listening
 Can act on concerns
 Greater freedom to communicate
 Greater freedom to generate interest
 Can help connect audiences to quality 

information and sources

Council Strengths



 Professional support and advice
 Planning, management and focus
 Provides detailed information
 Maintains formal communications tools 

and information sources
 Can deliver quality information in a 

neutral manner

Staff Strengths



Prioritize to Increase Speed

Elected officials tend to lead with 
(and/or amplify) high-level, high-
priority information – and they help to 
manage expectations.

Staff tend to provide detail, 
implement longer term 
processes – and they must 
deliver on expectations.





Rapid Corporate Response

React quickly, but do not agree to an 
interview immediately.

• Set expectations: “What’s your deadline? 
How much time do we have?”

• Interview the reporter to gather information.
• Create a break, so you can prepare.
• Deliver quality information at a mutually 

acceptable time.





Central Themes

• Trust / credibility

• Financial impact

• Health / safety

• Economy

• Environment

• Due diligence

• Transparency

• Plan / next steps



Positioning Statement

• Your story in a sentence.
• What’s the best possible, 

long-term perception?
• Credible.
• Plain language.
• Easy to remember.
• Words and actions  

support it.



• Positioning and context

• Key messages

• Helpful or illustrative examples

• Helpful or illustrative facts

Well Rounded Communication



Preparing 
Strong 
Messages



• Change
• Controversy
• Human 

Interest

What Makes 
News?

(Drama / Emotion / Celebrity)



• Simple
• Unexpected
• Concrete
• Credible
• Emotion
• Story

Want to be 
Memorable?

Credit: Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive 
and Others Die by Chip Heath and Dan Heath



• What & why
• Colourful language
• A few good numbers & 

remarkable facts
• Examples, anecdotes & 

analogies
• Common sayings
• Local connections

Want to be 
Memorable?



Simple messages travel 
further, faster, and more 
accurately. They also 
inspire trust.







Someone will complain 
about anything and 

everything.



1. Address Actual 
Problems
• Listen carefully to the actual 

complaint (or concern)
• Address real problems.
• Good government should take 

priority over (good?) debate.



An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure.

2. Plan ahead



3. BIG dreams call 
for BIG processes.
• Long range planning.
• Traditional stakeholder processes.
• Communicate process repeatedly.
• Demonstrate that you are listening.
• Make it easy to engage, and to find 

evidence of your effort.



4. Direct people to 
practical and 
helpful tools.







5. Maintain 
reasonable 
rules and 
standards.





6. Live Your Values

You create the City’s 
brand and culture, 
bit by bit, every day.



Typical Approach

 Helpful
 Humble
 Not overly 

promotional 

 Positive
 Productive
 Interesting 



Find a way to be 
inspirational.

Avoid being 
critical.



Direct Messages
• Your messages will be shared.
• Address underlying concerns.
• Focus on the concern, not the 

specific text, or assumed ‘tone’.
• Conversations often ease tension 

better than correspondence can. 



Look after your team
• Attention is often unkind.
• Staff can feel powerless and 

abused.
• Staff are often prevented from 

defending themselves. 
• They deserve to know there’s a 

plan -- and that they’re valued.



Exercise



Did you know that coyotes mate between January and February, causing an increase 
in coyote sightings? Residents are encouraged to walk dogs on leash and keep cats 
indoors. For more information on coyotes, including hazing techniques and tips on 
coyote-proofing your yard, please visit https://bit.ly/2RD7Nob.









Fall is in the air. It’s “dispersal season” for 
coyotes. Pups have grown up and are 
leaving their dens to look for their own 
territory. Coyote sightings are up and there 
are lots of posts on social media. Many 
residents are arguing, often bitterly. Some 
residents stress the need to coexist. Some 
are calling for a cull. The exchanges are 
starting to take on a life of their own. 



Police report that they were called to a residential 
street following several 911 calls about a dog, or a 
coyote, that was acting strangely and bleeding from 
its mouth. When police arrived, they found an 
injured and weak coyote. Animal Services was 
alerted and they investigated. They believe the 
coyote escaped from a wire snare trap. Pictures 
from the incident have been posted to a community 
Facebook page. A poorly informed discussion 
includes incorrect speculation that the coyote may 
have been sick with rabies, or that it got into a fight 
with a raccoon that may have been rabid. 



Muscle.Dave

Today Zues was 
attacked by a 
coyote near the 
golf course.

Muscle.Dave

Armanda Sousa

Poor Zeus! When 
will they do 
something???

Super Duper Ken
Terrible. Beyond 
frustrated.

Yup. 6 stitches.

Muscle.Dave

Greg Connor



I’m at my wits end with my neighbour!! First it was the 11 PM 
basketball games. Now he’s feeding coyotes!!! 

Put that food in his mailbox. See if he likes having them on 
his porch.

You can’t be serious. You actually WANT to help these 
things? It’s just a matter of time before they bite a kid.

Call Councillor Lund’s office. I she can help.

Lund is useless. All she cares about is development. Good 
luck trying to get her attention. Unless you have lots of $$$

Why do you think there are coyotes everywhere? They 
have paved everything. At least someone is looking 
out for them.

I can think of a few solutions for that guy. 
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